Gribble, Paul L., David J. Ostry, Vittorio Sanguineti, and Ra-upon the interaction of control signals, reflexes, muscle propfael Laboissière. Are complex control signals required for human erties, and loads, but it is under the control of central comarm movement? J. Neurophysiol. 79: 1409 Neurophysiol. 79: -1424 Neurophysiol. 79: , 1998 . It has mands. In the context of this hypothesis, it has been proposed been proposed that the control signals underlying voluntary human that ''simple'' monotonic equilibrium shifts may be used to arm movement have a ''complex'' nonmonotonic time-varying produce smooth arm movements (Feldman 1986; form, and a number of empirical findings have been offered in Flanagan et al. 1993 ) (Note that we use the term support of this idea. In this paper, we address three such findings equilibrium shift to denote the changes to neural control using a model of two-joint arm motion based on the l version of signals to muscles that result in changes to the physical the equilibrium-point hypothesis. The model includes six one-and two-joint muscles, reflexes, modeled control signals, muscle prop-equilibrium of the limb.) Empirical studies in support of this erties, and limb dynamics. First, we address the claim that ''com-view suggest that the equilibrium shift is gradual (Bizzi et plex'' equilibrium trajectories are required to account for nonmon-al. 1984) , that it is similar in form to the actual movement otonic joint impedance patterns observed during multijoint move- (Won and Hogan 1995) , and that it ends substantially before ment. Using constant-rate shifts in the neurally specified the end of the movement .
equilibrium of the limb and constant cocontraction commands, Alternatively, it has been claimed that the equilibrium we obtain patterns of predicted joint stiffness during simulated shifts that underlie human arm movements have a nonmonomultijoint movements that match the nonmonotonic patterns retonic time-varying form and that these ''complex'' control ported empirically. We then use the algorithm proposed by Gomi and Kawato to compute a hypothetical equilibrium trajectory from signals are needed both to generate torques that are large simulated stiffness, viscosity, and limb kinematics. Like that re-enough to produce fast movements (Latash and Gottlieb ported by Gomi and Kawato, the resulting trajectory was nonmono-1991) and to compensate for the dynamics of the multijoint tonic, first leading then lagging the position of the limb. Second, arm (Gomi and Kawato 1996; Hogan 1984) . The recent we address the claim that high levels of stiffness are required to empirical demonstration that limb impedance patterns during generate rapid single-joint movements when simple equilibrium multijoint movement are nonmonotonic and have multiple shifts are used. We compare empirical measurements of stiffness peaks has been offered in support of the idea that control during rapid single-joint movements with the predicted stiffness signals must be complex to compensate for dynamics.
of movements generated using constant-rate equilibrium shifts and constant cocontraction commands. Single-joint movements are A number of recent studies have explored the complexity simulated at a number of speeds, and the procedure used by Bennett of control signals for arm movements. Gomi and Kawato to estimate stiffness is followed. We show that when the magnitude (1996) measured arm stiffness just before and during planar of the cocontraction command is scaled in proportion to movement two joint movements. They report that joint stiffness is low speed, simulated joint stiffness varies with movement speed in a before movement (õ20 Nrm/rad for the shoulder), inmanner comparable with that reported by Bennett. Third, we ad-creases during movement (to a peak value for the shoulder dress the related claim that nonmonotonic equilibrium shifts are in the range of 40 Nrm/rad), and varies over the course of required to generate rapid single-joint movements. Using constantmovement in a nonmonotonic fashion. Using these empirirate equilibrium shifts and constant cocontraction commands, rapid cally derived stiffness measures and measures for viscosity, single-joint movements are simulated in the presence of external torques. We use the procedure reported by Latash and Gottlieb to a hypothetical equilibrium trajectory with a complex timecompute hypothetical equilibrium trajectories from simulated varying form was computed. These computations were based torque and angle measurements during movement. As in Latash on the assumption that joint torques vary linearly with the and Gottlieb, a nonmonotonic function is obtained even though the difference between actual and equilibrium position and with control signals used in the simulations are constant-rate changes velocity. A comparable procedure has been used to infer the in the equilibrium position of the limb. Differences between the form of control signals during rapid single-joint movements ' 'simple'' equilibrium trajectory proposed in the present paper and (Latash and Gottlieb 1991) . In that study, subjects produced those that are derived from the procedures used by Gomi and elbow flexion movements during ramp changes in external Kawato and Latash and Gottlieb arise from their use of simplified models of force generation.
torque. By applying torques of different magnitudes in different directions and by assuming that joint torque varied linearly with joint angle (but was not dependent on veloc-I N T R O D U C T I O N ity), it was possible to infer a nonmonotonic equilibrium joint angle over the course of the movement. According to the equilibrium point hypothesis, voluntary These claims concerning the complexity of control signals movements arise as a consequence of shifts in the equilibrium of the motor system. This equilibrium is dependent have been made in the context of highly simplified models stiffness. For each muscle we also include modeled neural of force generation that lack explicit representations of indiinputs, length-and velocity-dependent afferent feedback, vidual muscles and a variety of neurophysiological properand reflex delays. The values for all model parameters except ties (see DISCUSSION ) . In the present paper, we use a model those related to the time-varying form of the neural control of human arm movement based on the l version of the signal were estimated from empirical data. We used repreequilibrium point hypothesis to reexamine these claims. The sentative examples from the physiological literature and then model is used to simulate studies by Gomi and Kawato tested the sensitivity of predicted outcomes to model parame-(1996), Bennett (1993), and Latash and Gottlieb (1991) .
ter values (see APPENDIX C ). We show that the empirical patterns of kinematics and joint
Control signals in the model are based on the l version of stiffness that have been offered as evidence for the complexthe equilibrium-point hypothesis (Feldman 1986 ; Feldman et ity of control may be predicted using simple control signals al. 1990 ). According to the l model, neural control signals involving constant rate changes in the limb equilibrium posiestablish muscle threshold lengths (ls) for a motoneuron tion. Our results underscore the need for explicit models (MN) recruitment. By changing the value of l, a new threshof muscle properties, musculoskeletal geometry, and limb old length is specified and force is generated in proportion dynamics when testing ideas concerning the complexity of to the difference between a muscle's actual length and l, and neural control (also see Gribble and Ostry 1996 ; Laboissière in proportion to the velocity of lengthening or shortening. Ostry et al. 1996) .
setting ls for all muscles, a static equilibrium configuration of the limb can be specified. By changing the values of all
ls in appropriate proportions (see further for details), a Earlier versions of the arm model have been described in movement can be generated from one static equilibrium con Feldman et al. (1990) , Flanagan et al. (1993) , and Gribble figuration to another. In this paper, it is assumed that moveand . The arm model has two kinematic degrees ments are generated by ''shifting,'' under neural control, the of freedom: rotation at the elbow and at the shoulder, in the equilibrium position of the hand in a straight line at a conhorizontal plane. Six muscle groups are modeled: single-stant rate from an initial equilibrium configuration to a final joint flexors and extensors at the shoulder (pectoralis and limb configuration. deltoid) and elbow (biceps long head and triceps lateral head) and double-joint muscles spanning both joints (biceps Muscle model short head and triceps long head). Muscle origins and insertions are estimated from anatomic sources Each of the six muscles is modeled separately and includes 1989; Winters and Woo 1990). Muscle moment arms for neural input, l. Muscle forces are generated in the following the three extensor muscles are assumed to be constant (2 way. Muscle activation, A (which corresponds to the effects cm at the elbow and 4 cm at the shoulder). Flexor moment of neural excitation on the contractile machinery of the musarms vary with joint angle and are calculated on the basis cle), is proportional to the difference between the current of musculoskeletal geometry-values range from 2.5 to 5 muscle length l, and the centrally specified threshold length cm. The equations of motion relating joint torques to acceler-for MN recruitment, l, as well as on the rate of change of ations were obtained using the Lagrangian approach (see muscle length, lg Thus Hollerbach and Flash 1982). The inertial and geometrical
constants are upper and lower arm mass: 2.1 and 1.65 kg, length: 0.34 and 0.46 m, and moment of inertia about the where center of mass: 0.015 and 0.022 kgm 2 . For each muscle, we model the dependence of force on
muscle length, on the velocity of muscle lengthening or shortening, the graded development of force over time, and the passive elastic stiffness of muscle (see Fig. 1 ). The model is a variant of that described by Zajac (1989) , with The muscle lengths and velocities associated with positive values of A thus define an ''activation area''-a region in activation and contraction dynamics and passive muscle state-space in which muscle activity is observed (Feldman deltoid, 14 .9 cm 2 ; pectoralis, 14.9 cm 2 ; triceps lateral head, 12.1 cm 2 ; and triceps long head, 6.7 cm 2 . PCSA estimates et .
The parameter m specifies the dependence of the muscle's reflect relative force-generating abilities. To convert values of PCSA into estimates of muscle force-generating ability threshold length on velocity and provides damping due to proprioceptive feedback. In the simulations presented here, that match empirical data, values of r were computed by scaling PCSA values by 1 N/cm 2 . This was done to match we have assumed that m is 0.06 s and is constant over time. The parameter m likewise reflects the relative magnitudes the predicted stiffness of the model in statics to corresponding empirical measures of static joint stiffness (see APPENof spindle primary to spindle secondary afferent effects on motoneuron recruitment (see DISCUSSION ). Because pri-DIXES A and C for procedure and further details). Note that the procedures that establish values for both m and r are maries and secondaries may be affected differentially by fusimotor inputs to intrafusal muscle fibers, then in principle, based on achieving a correspondence between model behavior and empirical data in statics only. The overall timem may be modulated through central commands ). In the present paper, the magnitude of m was varying form of stiffness and viscosity during movement is not dependent upon this procedure. estimated by matching the predicted viscosity of the model in statics to corresponding empirical estimates of viscosity
The graded development of muscle force due to calcium kinetics is modeled using a second-order, low-pass filtering (see APPENDIX A for details and APPENDIX C for sensitivity analysis).
of the muscle force, M , where M represents the instantaneous value of muscle force A reflex delay, d, of 25 ms has been used for all muscles. This value was estimated from observed delays in the un-
loading response of human arm muscles (Houk and Rymer 1981) . Thus taking into account time-varying central neural The filter is critically damped with a single parameter, t. commands l(t) and a reflex delay, d, muscle activation A(t) A value of t Å 15 ms was chosen; this leads to an asymptotic is response to a step input in Ç90 ms. This corresponds to empirically observed times from onset of stimulus to maxi-
mum force in human adductor pollicis muscle (Hainaut et Changes to l and thus to muscle activation are associated al. 1981). with MN recruitment and changes in MN firing rates. The
The dependence of muscle force on the velocity of muscle resulting muscle force, M (representing force due to the lengthening or shortening was estimated from data for cat contractile apparatus), is approximated using an exponential soleus muscle at different rates of stimulation of the motor function of the form nerve (Joyce and Rack 1969). Force levels for different stimulation rates were normalized before fitting (velocities
were not normalized) (see Zajac 1989 for discussion). The where c is a form parameter and is the same for all muscles, data were fit to a sigmoidal function of the form and r is a magnitude parameter related to force-generating
capability and is specific to each muscle. Note that this relationship is consistent with the size principle, where c is where F is the resulting force, and coefficients f 1-f 4 have associated with the MN recruitment gradient. As the differ-values of 0.82, 0.50, 0.43, and 58 s/m, respectively. The ence between actual and threshold muscle length l increases, final force, M, in Eq. 6 is given as the sum of force F progressively larger motor units are recruited and larger in-(generated by MN recruitment), and passive force (muscle crements in force are observed. The value of the c parameter force in the absence of neural input). As a simplification, was estimated from empirical force-length data for cat gas-we have assumed that passive force is linearly dependent on trocnemius muscle (Feldman and Orlovsky 1972) . (These the difference between current muscle length, l, and muscle data were recorded in a preparation with intact dorsal and resting length, r (see DISCUSSION ) . Values of r were comventral roots and with activation produced in a physiological puted as the muscle lengths associated with a shoulder angle manner by means of stimulation delivered at the level of the of 45Њ and an elbow angle of 90Њ. The passive stiffness of brain stem.) To estimate c, passive stiffness, which was muscles in the arm model was assumed to vary linearly with assumed to be linear (see DISCUSSION ), first was subtracted physiological cross-sectional area and was scaled to match from total force. Then, a regression technique was used to the passive component of the force-length relation shown approximate the set of force-length relations reported by in Feldman and Orlovsky (1972) . The following values of Feldman and Orlovsky (1972) with a single exponential passive stiffness are used: biceps short head, 36.5 N/m; bifunction, subject to the constraint that the magnitude and ceps long head, 190.9 N/m; deltoid, 258.5 N/m; pectoralis, form parameters, r and c, remained constant, and a single 258.5 N/m; triceps lateral head, 209.9 N/m; and triceps long parameter, l, was free to vary. With this method, we ob-head, 116.3 N/m. tained a value of c Å 0.112 mm 01 , which is similar to that obtained for human elbow muscles (Feldman 1966) .
Organization of control signals The r parameter is associated with the force-generating abilities of individual muscles. We have assumed that values Following earlier work with the model, we describe how control signals are organized to provide two types of comof r vary in proportion to the modeled muscle's physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA). The following estimates mands-one that shifts muscle threshold lengths of agonist and antagonist muscles in opposite directions, generating of PCSA, obtained from Winters and Woo (1990) , were used: biceps short head, 2.1 cm 2 ; biceps long head, 11 cm 2 ; movement between equilibrium positions and another that shifts threshold lengths in the same direction, independently level in statics. This implies that the system takes account of muscle geometry and mechanics (in statics) for planning modulating the level of muscle coactivation.
In the simulations presented in this paper, we have gener-movements (Gribble et al. 1997) . Although this requires knowledge of muscle forces and geometry to set neural comated movements using a series of equally spaced equilibrium positions or via-points to produce straight-line equilibrium mands, it should be emphasized that the present approach is different from proposals in which commands are estabshifts in hand space. Because the number of muscles (6) exceeds the kinematic degrees of freedom of the model (2), lished by solving the inverse dynamics of the system-a procedure that, in the present model, would require neural there are an infinite number of sets of ls associated with a given via-point, each set corresponding to different levels representations of the equations of motion of the limb, reflex delays, the dependence of force on velocity, and the gradual of muscle force. For each via-point, there exists a set of ls that minimizes total muscle force. In the present model, development of muscle force over time. movements are produced by shifting ls at a constant rate between these points of minimum force. This is analogous S I M U L A T I O N S to the ''R'' command in previous versions of the model As an argument against the equilibrium-point hypothesis, Flanagan et al. 1990) .
it has been claimed that complex equilibrium shifts are necIn addition, we define a cocontraction command that shifts essary to account for empirically observed patterns of all ls in the same direction. In statics, this increases muscle multijoint movement. Nonmonotonic patterns of joint stiffforces but produces no net change in joint torques (and ness have been measured during multijoint movement and hence no movement). In dynamics, the application of the have been offered in support of these claims (Gomi and cocontraction command increases the size of the activation Kawato 1996) . In this section, we use the arm model to area for agonist and antagonist muscles (see previous text) address this issue. We assess the extent to which empirically and, as a result, muscles reach their threshold lengths earlier observed time-varying patterns of stiffness associated with during movement. This is analogous to the ''C'' command multijoint movements can be predicted using constant-rate described in previous versions of the model (Feldman et al. equilibrium shifts and constant cocontraction commands. 1990; Flanagan et al. 1990 ). For a given equilibrium posiWe also assess a related claim-that simple control signals tion, there are an infinite number of possible cocontraction require high levels of stiffness to generate suitable torques commands-we have chosen one that increases muscle for rapid movements. We use the model to demonstrate that forces in the most equal proportions without changing net using simple equilibrium shifts, simulated rapid single-joint joint torque. The l shifts associated with the cocontraction movements have stiffness levels that are comparable with command can be scaled in magnitude and applied in combithose measured empirically (Bennett 1993) . The sensitivity nation with the l shifts, which yield movement between of the findings to changes in model parameters is reported equilibrium positions. In all simulations presented here, the in APPENDIX C . magnitude of the cocontraction command was constant throughout movement. It should be noted that for purposes of these simulations, the cocontraction command initially Multijoint movements was defined in force space, and hence the units of the cocontraction command are N. For a cocontraction command of
We simulated the procedure used by Gomi and Kawato (1996) to estimate joint stiffness and viscosity matrices dura given force level in N, a vector in force space (a set of muscle forces) associated with that average increase in mus-ing the course of a multijoint movement. A movement similar to the one performed by subjects in the Gomi and Kawato cle force and zero net joint torque was found. The vector in l space associated with this change in muscle force in statics (1996) study was tested. The hand moved from an initial position 50 cm forward from the shoulder and 20 cm to the then was computed and served as the cocontraction command.
left of the shoulder, to a final position 50 cm forward and 20 cm to the right of the shoulder, in the horizontal plane. Parameters of the model have been obtained either directly from the physiological literature, or as in the case of r and The total movement duration was 1 s. The control signal used to generate the movement shifted in a straight line in m, by matching the model's performance to empirical data in statics (see APPENDIX A ). The free variables in the model hand space, at a constant rate, from the initial position to the final position. The duration of the equilibrium shift was are the simulated neural control signals for hand position and the cocontraction command. In each case, the start time, 0.7 s. The cocontraction command was 5 N until movement onset, constant throughout the movement and 5 N after the rate of equilibrium shift, and the duration of equilibrium shift may vary. movement end. The magnitude of the cocontraction command during movement was set such that the same l shifts Several additional points about the organization of control should be raised. In the l model, the neurally specified equi-applied in statics result in an average peak muscle force of 30 N. librium (as determined by the set of muscle ls) is similar to the mechanical equilibrium of the physical system in the In each trial, at one of nine points in time during the movement (corresponding to the times used by Gomi and absence of external loads. However, with the same neurally specified equilibrium and different loads, the physical equi-Kawato 1996), small force perturbations were introduced at the hand, in one of eight different directions. The magnitude librium will vary (Feldman 1986) . To obtain a correspondence between physical and neurally specified equilibria, we of the perturbations was 0.1 N and resulted in 5-to 7-mm displacements of the hand. A total of 72 perturbed moveassume that the system can set individual muscle ls to achieve a desired physical equilibrium and cocontraction ments were simulated (9 time points 1 8 directions). Using
02-12-98 19:36:11 neupa LP-Neurophys the simulated perturbation trials and the regression technique at movement end to levels comparable with those at the onset of movement. described by Gomi and Kawato (1996) (see APPENDIX B ), we calculated joint stiffness and viscosity matrices for each Using the empirically derived joint-stiffness and viscosity matrices, Gomi and Kawato (1996) compute a hypothetical of the nine points in time at which perturbations were applied.
equilibrium trajectory (see APPENDIX B ). Their calculations are based on the assumption that joint torques can be repreHand stiffness matrices were computed from the estimated joint stiffness matrices R using the Jacobian transformation sented with the following linear equation (see Gomi and Kawato 1995 for details), and hand-stiffness
ellipses were used to visualize limb stiffness at the hand. where R and D are stiffness and viscosity matrices derived Figure 2 , top, shows hand-stiffness ellipses estimated during from the perturbation procedure, t in are the calculated joint the simulated movement. The size and orientation of the torques (see APPENDIX B ), q eq is the equilibrium trajectory, ellipses are comparable with those reported by Gomi and and q and q g are the unperturbed movement position and Kawato (1996) , and likewise are larger than the correspondvelocity, respectively. ing ellipses during statics (see Fig. 9 ).
To show that the Gomi and Kawato (1996) results can Figure 2 , bottom, shows the elements of the estimated be predicted using simple control signals, we used their projoint-stiffness matrices for the arm model during movement.
cedure to compute a hypothetical equilibrium trajectory usThe terms of the joint-stiffness matrix, R, relate joint torques ing the stiffness and viscosity estimates from our simulaat the shoulder due to shoulder motion (R ss ), torques at the tions. The trajectory that results from this calculation is shoulder due to elbow motion (R es ), and so on. The basic shown in Fig. 3 . The top panel shows the equilibrium trajecform of the matrices is similar to those reported by Gomi tory used to generate the movement based on the l model and Kawato (1996) , even though the equilibrium trajectory (rrr), the simulated movement trajectory ( ---), and the we used to generate the simulated movement was simple in hypothetical equilibrium trajectory derived using Gomi and shape. At the beginning of movement onset the shoulder term, R ss , increases sharply from Ç18 to Ç40 Nrm/rad, Kawato's equations ( ), plotted in hand space. Figure  3 , middle, shows the horizontal components of these trajectothen decreases in the middle of movement to Ç20 Nrm/ rad, increases again around movement end to 40 Nrm/rad, ries plotted against time, and Fig. 3 , bottom, shows the tangential velocities of the hand trajectories plotted against and finally decreases after the end of movement to Ç15 Nrm/rad. The other three terms in the stiffness matrix follow time.
The hypothetical equilibrium trajectory computed using roughly the same form but show a less pronounced decrease in the middle of the movement. The elbow term, R ee increases Gomi and Kawato's procedure is ''complex'' in shape and does not resemble the simulated movement, which is smooth, from Ç5 Nrm/rad at movement start to 20-25 Nrm/rad during movement, and the two double-joint terms, R se and relatively straight and looks like the movements made by subjects in the Gomi and Kawato (1996) study. Nor does it R es , increase from Ç2 Nrm/rad at movement start to Ç7-10 Nrm/rad during movement. R ee , R es , and R se all decrease resemble the equilibrium trajectory that was used to generate the movement-the equilibrium trajectory used in the simulations is a simple constant-rate monotonic shift from one position to another. Gomi and Kawato's hypothetical equilibrium trajectory first leads then lags the simulated movement. The tangential velocity of the hypothetical equilibrium trajectory has multiple peaks and does not resemble the velocity profile of the simulated movement, which is smooth and bell-shaped. We suggest that the discrepancy between the equilibrium trajectory based on the l model and the trajectory computed using Gomi and Kawato's equations arises from their use of a simplified model of force-generation (see DISCUSSION ).
A number of additional points should be noted. Direct estimates of joint viscosity are not provided by Gomi and Kawato (1996) . However, the present estimates correspond to values reported elsewhere. Specifically, the simulated estimates of joint viscosity have maximum values of Ç2.5-3.0 Nms/rad, which is in the range of 5-7% of corresponding maximum joint stiffness. This is comparable with the relation between joint viscosity and stiffness during cyclical onejoint movements (Bennett et al. 1992) and with values for multijoint stiffness and viscosity in statics (Gomi and Osu 1996; Tsuji et al. 1995) . It also should be noted that the simulations reported above have been based on constant-rate FIG . 2. Simulated hand-stiffness ellipses and joint-stiffness matrices for shifts in the hand equilibrium position. We also have carried the arm model during multijoint movement. Constant-rate equilibrium shifts out these simulations using constant-rate shifts in l space. and constant cocontraction commands were used to produce the simulated movements.
The time-varying form and the magnitudes of joint-stiffness J323-7 / 9k26$$mr13 02-12-98 19:36:11 neupa LP-Neurophys movements have been reported and may be compared with simulations using the present model. In this section, we show that using constant-rate equilibrium shifts, rapid single-joint movements can be generated that have stiffness levels comparable with those reported empirically (Bennett 1993) . We use the arm model to simulate Bennett's procedure for estimating stiffness, and we explore the extent to which simulated stiffness during single-joint movements of various speeds matches empirical values. Movements comparable with those performed by subjects in the Bennett (1993) study were simulated. The model was constrained to produce only single-joint elbow movements by fixing the orientation of the shoulder. Constant-rate equilibrium shifts and constant cocontraction commands were used to generate 1 rad elbow flexion and extension movements at various speeds. The duration of the 1 rad equilibrium shift was varied to produce the different movement rates (see Fig. 5 , bottom right). The peak velocities of the simulated movements were comparable with those reported by Bennett (1993) . Movements were generated both in the absence (unperturbed) and presence (perturbed) of external torque. In the perturbed movements, a positional perturbation (8-10Њ) was introduced shortly after movement start and remained on until just before movement end. The perturbation torque was controlled using a simulated servo that used proportional, integrative, and derivative control to maintain the magnitude of the positional perturbation at a constant level during the movement and to yield a velocity profile for the perturbed movements that matched the velocity profile of the unperturbed movements. Bennett's rationale for delivering perturbations in this manner was that by keeping the velocity profile of the unperturbed and perturbed movements virtually identical, any change in joint torque could be associated with the positional perturbation, and velocity-dependent changes in torque could be eliminated. Stiffness was estimated as the difference between the average torques during the unperturbed and perturbed move-FIG . 3. Simulated multijoint movement ( ---) generated using a con-ments, divided by the average magnitude of the positional stant-rate equilibrium shift (rrr) and a constant cocontraction command. perturbation.
Using the stiffness patterns shown in Fig. 2 and the algorithm proposed by Figure 4 shows an example of the simulation results for Gomi and Kawato (1996) , a nonmonotonic trajectory is obtained ( ).
one movement speed (peak velocity of this movement is 3.00 rad/s). Figure 4 , top, shows elbow angle plotted against and viscosity matrices obtained under these conditions were time for an unperturbed (top trace) and perturbed (bottom comparable with those reported in the preceding text.
trace) movement. The two vertical dashed lines indicate the In summary, the kinematics and time-varying patterns of boundaries of the segment of data used to estimate stiffness. stiffness for the multijoint limb movements reported by The boundaries were chosen to contain the portion of the Gomi and Kawato (1996) can be predicted using simple, trial for which the positional perturbation was constant, and constant-rate equilibrium shifts. Hypothetical equilibrium the velocity profiles of the unperturbed and perturbed movetrajectories computed using Gomi and Kawato's force-genments were matched. A comparable procedure for choosing erating mechanism are complex in shape even though the the boundaries was used in Bennett (1993) . Figure 4 , midequilibrium trajectories that were used to generate the simudle, shows the difference between the perturbed and unperlated movements are simple in form.
turbed elbow angles plotted against time, and Fig. 4 , bottom, shows the velocity of the unperturbed and perturbed moveSingle-joint movements ments plotted against time.
In an initial set of simulations, the magnitude of the coconIt has been claimed, in the context of the equilibrium traction command was low (3 N) for all five movement point hypothesis, that high levels of stiffness are required to speeds. This was done to investigate the extent to which generate rapid movements using simple equilibrium shifts measured stiffness changes may be observed as the velocity (Flash 1987; Gomi and Kawato 1996) . Empirical estimates of the equilibrium shift increases in the absence of changes of stiffness during rapid multijoint movements are unavailable, however, stiffness estimates during rapid single-joint in the magnitude of the cocontraction command. (A value cocontraction command was raised to levels for which stiffness during simulated movements matched the data reported by Bennett (1993) . Note that in all simulations, the cocontraction command was held at a constant level throughout the duration of the movement-only the overall magnitude of the command was manipulated. Also note that the durations of equilibrium shifts used to generate movements with different levels of cocontraction were the same as those used for movements with low cocontraction. The resulting stiffness estimates appear in Fig. 5 . By increasing the magnitude of the cocontraction command in proportion to the rate of equilibrium shift, the simulated stiffness of the arm model matches the Bennett (1993) data. In Fig. 5 , top right, the magnitude of the cocontraction command is plotted against peak movement velocity. In Fig. 5 , bottom right, the relationship between the rate of equilibrium shift and peak movement speed is shown. In both cases, the relationships are close to linear. Note, as well, that when cocontraction remains constant at 3 N, the simulated movement velocities generated at a variety of speeds using constant-rate equilibrium shifts and constant cocontraction commands. Simulated of 3 N allowed us to match predicted stiffness at the slowest joint stiffness matches empirical values reported by Bennett movement speed.) The resulting stiffness estimates are (1993) when the magnitude of the cocontraction command shown in Fig. 5 (labeled 3) . Stiffness is plotted against peak is increased in proportion to the rate of equilibrium shift. movement velocity, and the magnitude of the cocontraction A further claim about the equilibrium point hypothesis is command used for each simulation (in this case, 3 N), is that nonmonotonic equilibrium shifts are necessary to genershown. With the cocontraction command held constant at 3 ate torques large enough to account for rapid movements. N for all five movement speeds, estimated stiffness in the Latash and Gottlieb (1991) report an empirical study in simulations does not increase as it does in the empirical data which perturbations were used to derive the form of hyporeported by Bennett (1993) , which is shown in Fig. 5 as a thetical equilibrium trajectories underlying rapid single-joint dashed line. Estimated stiffness remains relatively constant movements. Using the arm model, we have simulated Latash at 2-4 Nrm/rad for all movement speeds, suggesting that and Gottlieb's experiment and the mathematical procedures in the context of the present model, the changes in stiffness used to infer the hypothetical equilibrium shifts. We show observed by Bennett (1993) that accompany increases in that even when constant rate equilibrium shifts are used to movement speed may be associated with an increase in the generate the simulated movements, the hypothetical equilibmagnitude of the cocontraction command. rium trajectories computed using Latash and Gottlieb's proWe tested this possibility in a second set of simulations, cedure are complex in shape. As in Gomi and Kawato's in which the cocontraction command was scaled in propor-procedure, we suggest that this discrepancy is due the use of a simplified account of force generation. tion to the rate of equilibrium shift. We used a constant-rate equilibrium shift and a constant tash and Gottlieb's equations first leads then lags the movement. cocontraction command to simulate 50Њ elbow flexion movements. The peak movement velocity was 5 rad/s. At the onset of movement, a ramp increase in external torque was D I S C U S S I O N applied. The torque ramp continued throughout the movement and reached a maximum at movement end. Eight
We have used a model of arm movement based on the l version of the equilibrium point hypothesis to examine a movements were simulated, each with a different magnitude of final external torque: 010, 06, 04, 01, 1, 4, 6, and 10 number of claims about the complexity of control signals underlying single-and multijoint movement. We have shown Nrm. One trial also was simulated in the absence of external torque.
that multijoint movements with time-varying joint stiffness comparable with that measured empirically (Gomi and KaEvery 5 ms during the simulated movement, values of elbow torque and joint angle for each of the eight perturbed wato 1996) can be predicted using constant rate equilibrium shifts and constant cocontraction commands. We have and one nonperturbed trial were computed. These values were fit to the following linear equation, which Latash and shown that rapid single-joint elbow movements also can be predicted using constant-rate equilibrium shifts and constant Gottlieb (1991) use to describe the static dependence of joint torque on joint angle cocontraction commands. Moreover, the magnitude of elbow joint stiffness during simulated movements of various speeds
8) matches corresponding empirical measures (Bennett 1993) . The stiffness and viscosity patterns that were derived from T is a vector of nine joint torques, a is a vector of nine joint our simulations were used in conjunction with the models angles, and k 1 and k 2 are the intercept and slope, respectively, proposed by Gomi and Kawato (1996) and Latash and of the torque-angle relationship. By repeating this calculation Gottlieb (1991) to reconstruct postulated equilibrium shifts every 5 ms over the course of the simulated movements, underlying movement. The resulting trajectories were found time-varying estimates of k 1 and k 2 are obtained. In Latash to be nonmonotonic, as reported by Gomi and Kawato and Gottlieb's formulation, because torque is assumed to be (1996) and Latash and Gottlieb (1991) , even though the a linear function of joint angle, the intercept of the torque-control signals that underlie the simulated movements were angle relation (the joint angle at which torque is 0), provides simple in form. a measure of the hypothetical equilibrium joint angle. The
The hypothetical control signals derived from measures ratio k 1 /k 2 computed over time thus provides a measure of of limb impedance are dependent on the nature of the model the hypothetical equilibrium trajectory.
of force generation. Neither the Gomi and Kawato (1996) Figure 6 shows the elbow angle plotted against time for nor the Latash and Gottlieb (1991) formulations include a simulated unperturbed movement ( ), the hypothetical explicit muscle models-instead, a single ''motor'' generequilibrium trajectory computed using Latash and Gottlieb's ates torques at the joints. These joint torques are linearly procedure ( ---), and the equilibrium trajectory used to dependent on joint stiffness, on the difference between the generate the simulated movement (rrr). The simulated equilibrium and the actual trajectory, and on joint velocity movement is smooth with kinematics that resemble those of and viscosity (Gomi and Kawato 1996) . Hence to generate movements performed by subjects in the Latash and Gottlieb torques that first accelerate and then decelerate the limb, (1991) study. The nonmonotonic function derived from La-these hypothetical equilibrium trajectories must first lead and then lag the actual limb position. Differences between the results of using the force generation mechanisms in the Gomi and Kawato (1996) and Latash and Gottlieb (1991) formulations and that proposed in the present paper are shown in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7A , we show the movement that results from the use of a constant rate equilibrium shift and the muscle model presented here. Figure 7B shows the same equilibrium shift used in conjunction with the force generating mechanism used by Gomi and Kawato (see Eq. 7). Figure 7C shows the postulated equilibrium trajectory required to generate the movement shown in Fig. 7A , when the Gomi and Kawato force generating mechanism is used.
In Fig. 7A , the equilibrium shift is accompanied first by torque at the shoulder, and then at about the time of peak hand velocity, the net torque changes sign and decelerates the limb. These torques arise from activity in agonist, then antagonist shoulder muscles as a result of the shifting equilibrium associated with changes to muscle threshold lengths.
FIG . 6. Simulated kinematics (
) of single-joint movement, using a However, when a monotonic equilibrium shift is used with constant-rate equilibrium trajectory (rrr) and a constant cocontraction the Gomi and Kawato force generating mechanism (Fig. command Effects of the shape of the equilibrium shift and the model of force generation on simulated multijoint movements. A: simulated movements that result when a constant-rate equilibrium shift is used with the model proposed in this paper. B: a constantrate equilibrium shift was used with the force-generation model proposed by Gomi and Kawato (1996) . Net deceleration torques are generated only when the limb position crosses the equilibrium (in this case, after the end of the equilibrium shift). C: to produce smooth movements comparable with that shown in A using the force-generation mechanism proposed by Gomi and Kawato, a nonmonotonic equilibrium shift is required.
A number of aspects of the l model and the organization oscillation arises because in this formulation the only way in which deceleration torques may be produced is when the of control signals to muscles facilitate the use of constantrate equilibrium shifts. In Fig. 8A , a simulated movement equilibrium lags the current position of the limb. In Fig.  7C , it may be seen that to produce simulated movements comparable with that performed by subjects in the Gomi and Kawato (1996) study is shown. In Fig. 8 , B-D, we show comparable with those in Fig. 7A , a nonmonotonic equilibrium shift is needed that first leads and then lags the limb the effects on predicted movement kinematics of failing to model a number of phenomena, each of which is present in position. Only in this way can acceleration and deceleration torques comparable with those in Fig. 7A be produced.
the l model and absent in the Gomi and Kawato (1996) and Latash and Gottlieb (1991) formulations. Each of these A number of additional differences may be noted between the force-generating mechanism used by Gomi and Kawato properties is removed from the model, and movements in (1996) and the model proposed here. In their formulation, torque varies linearly with the difference between actual and equilibrium joint angles and with joint velocity. Similarly, in Latash and Gottlieb's formulation, torque is linearly proportional to joint angle, but there is no velocity-dependent contribution to torque. A number of empirical observations suggest that in the intact preparation, the relation between muscle force and muscle length is nonlinear (Asatryan and Feldman 1965; Feldman and Orlovsky 1972) . Increases in muscle activation are associated with the recruitment of progressively larger motor units, and hence larger force increments are observed (Henneman et al. 1965 ). In the model presented here, the gradient associated with the recruitment of motoneurons is nonlinear and is approximated using an exponential function (see Eq. 4).
Another difference concerns the dependence of force on the velocity of muscle lengthening or shortening. In Gomi and Kawato's formulation, the relation between force and velocity is assumed to be linear, and in Latash and Gottlieb's model, there is no effect of velocity on force. The nonlinear dependence of force on the velocity of muscle lengthening muscle model used in this paper, both velocity-dependent In C, the ability to move at difference cocontraction levels is eliminated. afferent contributions to motoneurone activity and the de-In D, the dependence of active muscle force on velocity is absent. Figure 8B shows the effects of There have been a number of recent demonstrations that failing to account for the velocity-dependence of muscle the nervous system has knowledge of its own dynamics and threshold length (m was set to 0). In Fig. 8C , the ability of the dynamics of external loads (Eliasson et al. 1995 ; to move at different cocontraction levels is excluded (the Wing 1993, 1997) . In one such demonstration, cocontraction command was 0). In Fig. 8D , the dependence Flanagan and Wing (1993) showed that when transporting of muscle force on velocity is removed. It can be seen that an object held in a precision grip, in both point-to-point and these elements of the l model contribute differentially to cyclical movements, the grip force exerted by subjects varied damping during movement and to the ability of the model to directly in anticipation of the load force as determined by produce smooth movements using simple equilibrium shifts. the mass and the acceleration of the object. It also has been
The time-varying patterns of joint stiffness and viscosity suggested that the nervous system can make adjustments to observed by Gomi and Kawato (1996) are predicted readily central commands to compensate for the presence of external by the l model. Muscle stiffness is proportional to muscle loads acting on the limb. Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994) force. During a movement, there are two peaks in muscle have shown that subjects can learn to make reaching moveforces that are due to the activation of agonist and antagonist ments in the presence of externally imposed force fields. muscle groups and that correspond to limb acceleration and With practice, hand trajectories in the force fields converge deceleration, respectively. Joint stiffness varies with joint to a path similar to that observed with no external forces. torque and is therefore high when acceleration or decelera-This is not inconsistent with the present approach-models tion is high and low during the middle of movement when such as the one presented here may be used to explore the acceleration decreases. The same is true for viscosity. Damp-nature of changes to central control signals that accompany ing in the l model is provided by both intrinsic muscle motor learning. properties (the dependence of force on velocity) and reflexes
In previous reports, we have demonstrated the importance (the dependence of muscle threshold length on velocity). of including models of muscle mechanics and limb dynamics By differentiating Eq. 4, it can be shown that the reflex when exploring the nature of control signals underlying contribution to viscosity, D, varies with stiffness R (symbols movements. In Ostry et al. (1996) , we used a model of as in APPENDIX B)
human jaw and hyoid movement to demonstrate that contextsensitivity in jaw movements during speech need not be
represented in control signals but may arise from dynamics The intrinsic component of damping arises from the sigmoi-and muscle properties. In Gribble and Ostry (1996) , we dal form of the force-velocity relationship and changes with used a previous version of the arm model to show that the speed. Thus at low speeds, the system has both high stiffness power law relation between movement curvature and velocand viscosity, which facilitates acceleration and deceleration. ity observed during drawing movements may arise from meIn the middle of movement, both stiffness and viscosity are chanical and dynamical properties of the arm, and similarly, small, allowing the system to move at higher speeds.
need not be explicitly planned in control signals. In this paper, we have shown that in the context of simple
The l model proposes that muscle activation is dependent point to point movements, control signals need not be com-upon the difference between the actual and threshold muscle plex. However, it should be emphasized that the goal of this length and the rate of muscle length change. Spindle primary paper has not been to demonstrate that control signals are and secondary receptors play a major role in determining simple rather than complex but to show that inferences about this activation but presumably other sensory afferents conthe form of the control signals are dependent on the nature tribute as well (for example, Ostry et al. 1997 ). In the model, of the neuromuscular plant. Indeed, more complex control activation is represented in terms of the combined effects signals presumably are required to produce movements with of position-and velocity-dependent inputs on motoneuron more complicated kinematics (Gribble and Ostry 1996) or recruitment rather than muscle spindle firing rates per se. to control movements in the presence of external loads
The relative gains of the velocity and position dependent (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994) . It should be noted that inputs to motoneurons are reflected in the model in the pathe simulations reported in the present paper have been limrameter m. m is the ratio of velocity dependent to position ited to cases where direct empirical data exists against which dependent feedback gains in motoneuron recruitment. One simulation results can be compared. For this reason, movepossibility for relating m to physiological parameters might ments at different speeds, different directions, or movements be to examine the ratio of spindle primary to secondary with more complicated kinematics have not been tested. discharge rates with changes in muscle length and velocity Even in the context of the present model, the system must (for example, Houk et al. 1981; Matthews 1981) . However, use information about the consequences of the specification as noted above, in the present formulation of the l model, of ls to achieve desired equilibrium positions. For example, the effects of afferents are given in terms of their role in to produce a movement in a desired time or at a specific motoneuron recruitment and muscle activation and not in velocity, the system must specify the rate of l shift and the terms of spindle firing rates. Thus a straightforward comparilevel of cocontraction that will result, in conjunction with son with these data is not possible without consideration of muscle properties and dynamics, in an appropriate movefactors such as synaptic density and synaptic efficiency, ment. This means that the system has information about the which presumably affect the relationship between spindle relationship between control signals to individual muscles firing rates and motoneuron activation. and resulting equilibrium trajectories, as well as information It may be noted that whereas the model assumes that the about limb dynamics-both of which must be used to produce movement.
effects of position and velocity dependent inputs to motoneu-
02-12-98 19:36:11 neupa LP-Neurophys lated movements is comparable with that observed empirically. In rons summate, Houk et al. (1981) propose that the effects of the present paper, we have established parameter estimates for r changes in muscle length and velocity on spindle firing rates and m on the basis of both PCSA values and empirical measures are multiplicative. In their formulation, primary and secondary of joint stiffness and viscosity in statics. In statics, predicted stiffdischarge rates are dependent on the product of muscle length ness and viscosity vary directly with values of r and m, respecand velocity to the exponent 0.3. Although it may be difficult tively, and thus it is possible to establish parameter estimates for to reconcile these results with the additivity proposed in the r and m by matching simulated stiffness and viscosity values to l model, the present Houk et al. (1981) formulation needs to those observed empirically. be extended to account for spindle discharge during muscle Empirical estimates of stiffness and viscosity in statics have
shortening and for firing rates in statics before an attempt is been reported by a number of researchers (Gomi and Kawato 1995; Mussa-Ivaldi et al. 1985; Tsuji et al. 1995) . In these experiments, made to relate information about spindle afferent discharge subjects grasped a 2 df manipulandum while maintaining a limb rates to m. 
to Ç75% of a muscle's maximum departure from resting length (Feldman and Orlovsky 1972; Matthews 1959; Nichols 1973) . All muscle length changes in the simulations presented here fall within this range. Note also that no attempt has been made in the present model to incorporate the contribution to force of tendon compliance. However, at least in the case of upper arm muscles, the effect of the tendon on the composite force-length dependence of the muscle plus tendon is small (Zajac 1989) . In addition, although the model includes velocity-and position-dependent afferent inputs, no attempt has been made to implement force feedback due to tendon organ afferents, reciprocal or recurrent inhibition (see Bullock et al. 1996; Feldman et al. 1990 ). In the context of the model, reciprocal inhibition may provide additional joint stiffness and also may affect velocity-dependent reflex damping (see Feldman et al. 1990 ).
The present version of the arm model is a two-dimensional, two df planar model with six muscles-it is possible that more detailed predictions may be obtained by extending the model to three dimensions, by modeling more mechanical df (supination/pronation at the elbow or adduction/abduction and rotation at the shoulder, for example) or by including more muscles. An additional limitation concerns the balance of forces produced by the cocontraction command. At present we know of no empirical reports documenting the relative balance of muscle cocontractive forces during movement. In the present version of the model, we have assumed that the cocontraction command increases all muscle forces in the most equal proportions, while maintaining the constraint that there is no motion. Other cocontraction commands associated with different distributions of muscle force also may be used. R ss , 6 to 7 Nms/rad for R ee , and 2 to 3 Nms/rad for R es and R se Fig. A1 , middle).
A P P E N D I X A : E M P I R I C A L L Y B A S E D E S T I M A T E S F O R r
With m set to 0.06 s, predicted joint viscosities in the model correspond to measured joint viscosities (Tsuji et al. 1995) . Values where shoulder and elbow torques T s and T e opposing the perturba-of the viscosity matrices over the five postures tested ranged from tion are related to joint displacements du s and du e by the stiffness 0.7 to 0.9 Nms/rad for D ss , 0.3 to 0.4 Nms/rad for D ee , and 0.1 to matrix R and to joint velocities dug s and dug e by the viscosity matrix 0.3 Nms/rad for D es and D se (see Fig. A1, bottom) . D. The terms in the stiffness matrix R relate torques at the shoulder It should be emphasized that the procedures described above due to shoulder displacements (R ss ), torques at the shoulder due establish values for m and r, which match empirical and model to elbow displacements (R es ), and so forth. The four corresponding data in statics only, and in no way constrain the time-varying form terms in the viscosity matrix D relate restoring torques at each of stiffness and viscosity matrices during movement. joint to corresponding changes in joint velocity.
Using these techniques, Gomi and Kawato (1995) and Tsuji et . (1995) report estimates of static joint stiffness that range from
5 to 20 Nrm/rad for R ss , 4 to 13 Nrm/rad for R ee , and 1 to 7
Nrm/rad for R es and R se , which tended to be about equal in value.
Values reported by Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985) are somewhat The dynamics of a two-joint limb are given by higher, ranging from 16 to 40 Nrm/rad for R ss , 13 to 41 Nrm/
rad for R ee , and 2 to 25 Nrm/rad for R es and R se . Joint viscosity matrices reported by Tsuji et al. (1995) Gomi and Kawato 1996) . In the context of the model, we used a procedure comparable
To estimate stiffness (R), viscosity (D), and inertia (I) matrices with that used by Tsuji et al. (1995) to estimate stiffness and from the perturbation data, Eq. B1 is differentiated to give the viscosity matrices in statics. The aim is to obtain empirically based following variational equation (Gomi and Kawato 1995, 1996) parameter estimates for r and m. Values for r were obtained by scaling estimates of physiological cross-sectional area by a single
constant value such that the predicted joint stiffness of the model matches empirical estimates. Similarly, the magnitude of m was established such that the joint viscosity of the model corresponds where dq, dq g , and dq represent time-varying differences in posito empirically measured viscosity (Tsuji et al. 1995) . Note that tion, velocity, and acceleration imposed by the external torque this procedure was carried out after the values of all other muscle perturbations, and dt ext denotes the time-varying external torque model parameters were fixed. imposed by the manipulandum. The coriolis-centrifugal force vecTo estimate joint stiffness and viscosity, a number of different tor H and the inertia matrix I are calculated from limb geometry. postures corresponding to those used by Gomi and Kawato (1995) The form of Eq. B2 is straightforward-the left-hand side reprewere tested (see Fig. A1, top) . The limb was in equilibrium at sents torques due to the dynamics of the limb (inertial, coriolis, each posture (velocity was 0), the cocontraction command was 5 and centrifugal forces), and the right-hand side represents change N, and the simulated limb was displaced by 5 mm in eight different in joint torques due to muscles (0Ddq g 0 Rdq), and external directions in hand space. The time-varying shoulder and elbow torques dt ext . Note that when this variational equation is used, joint torques T s (t) and T e (t) opposing the perturbation were com-torques are linearly dependent on position and velocity. puted and related to the joint displacements du s (t) and du e (t) and Although Gomi and Kawato (1996) estimated the terms reprejoint velocities dug s (t) and dug e (t) to compute the joint stiffness senting limb dynamics (Eq. B2, left) from the perturbation data, matrix R and the joint viscosity matrix D (see Eqs. A1 and A2). we calculated them directly using model parameters. Our values PCSA estimates for each muscle were scaled by 1 N/cm 2 to obtained with the model by direct calculation are comparable with yield joint-stiffness matrices comparable with those reported by those used by Gomi and Kawato (1995) . Gomi and Kawato (1995) and Tsuji et al. (1995) . Over five differFollowing Gomi and Kawato (1996) , Eq. B2 was linearized to solve for stiffness and viscosity matrices R and D by subtracting ent workspace positions, values ranged from 11 to 13 Nms/rad for 
Simulations were carried out to assess the sensitivity of the results to changes in model parameters. We varied the values of all muscle model parameters and examined the effect of these To obtain numerical estimates for the terms in the matrices, data variations on simulated joint stiffness and viscosity in statics and from all eight perturbation directions were used at each of the nine during movement. The effects of the following parameters were time points at which the values in the matrices were to be estimated. assessed: r, the scale parameter for muscle force-generating ability; As in Gomi and Kawato (1996) , we used 0.28 s of data after the the magnitude of the cocontraction command; m, the dependence onset of the perturbations for the regressions.
of muscle threshold length on velocity; d, reflex delay; t, the time Gomi and Kawato (1996) use their empirically derived joint constant for graded force development; c, the form parameter for stiffness and viscosity measures to compute estimates of the equithe force-length relationship; parameter f 4 , which determines the librium trajectories underlying the movements performed by subform of the force-velocity relationship; and k, passive muscle stiffjects. To do this, they assume that joint torques can be represented ness. with a linear equation
Sensitivity in statics
where t in is joint torque, R and D are stiffness and viscosity, The sensitivity of stiffness and viscosity to parameter change respectively, q eq is the postulated equilibrium trajectory, and q and was determined quantitatively by varying each parameter, one at q g are the unperturbed movement position and velocity, respeca time, and computing the associated change in simulated joint tively. Given estimates of stiffness and viscosity, Gomi and Kawato stiffness and viscosity. For each simulation, the Tsuji et al. (1995 Tsuji et al. ( ) (1996 decompose torque t in into inertial, coriolis, and centrifugal procedure described in APPENDIX A was used. The parameter values components, and solve Eq. 7 for the postulated equilibrium trajecused in the main body of the paper were selected as center values tory q eq for the sensitivity analyses. Each parameter was varied in 20 equal steps over a range of approximately {100% of the center values. shows predicted values of stiffness and viscosity resulting when each of the muscle model parameters are varied one at a time. Ranges of parameter variation are indicated. r, forcelength scale parameter; coc, cocontraction level; delay, reflex delay; gfd, graded force development; c, force-length form parameter; fv, force-velocity; k, passive stiffness; dashed lines indicate ranges of empirical estimates of stiffness and viscosity reported by Tsuji et al. (1995) . Note that r, cocontraction, and c have the greatest effect on simulated stiffness, while all parameters but r, c, and k affect simulated viscosity. Numerical estimates of the slopes of these relations and those for the other 3 terms in the stiffness and viscosity matrices are given in Tables C1 and C2. (However, note that nonzero values generally were used for the The estimates of stiffness and viscosity resulting from parameter variation are given in Fig. C2 for the R ss and D ss terms of the lower limits.) When varying values of a given parameter, the values of the other muscle model parameters were set to their center stiffness and viscosity matrices. For each parameter, the abscissa corresponds to the parameter range that is tested, and the ordinate values (see Tables C1 and C2 for center values, in parentheses, and ranges for each parameter). As an aid to visualization of the gives the predicted stiffness or viscosity. In Fig. C2, dashed lines give the range of empirical estimates reported by Tsuji et al. parameter ranges that were tested, Fig. C1 shows the effect of extreme parameter values on the force-length and force-velocity (1995) . Simulated stiffness and viscosity are seen to vary linearly with changes in the value of each parameter (except for stiffness relationships as well as on the time course of graded force development.
at low levels of the cocontraction command). Linear relationships , R ss and D ss ; -r -, R ee and D ee ; ---and rrr, es and se terms, respectively. Abbreviations as in Fig. C2. were obtained for the other terms of the stiffness and viscosity peaks of the function, whereas the magnitude of the force-velocity parameter affects simulated stiffness during the middle of movematrices as well. The figure also shows that r, cocontraction, and c are the primary determinants of stiffness, whereas all variables ment. Lower values of f 4 (which are associated with more shallow force-velocity gradients) result in higher levels of stiffness in the except r, c, and k affect simulated viscosity. Tables C1 and C2 give numerical estimates of the sensitivity of middle. For the same range of parameters, simulated viscosity during movement is affected most by the cocontraction command, each of the terms in the stiffness and viscosity matrices to changes in the muscle model parameters. The percent change in stiffness graded force development, c, and force velocity. The effects of cocontraction, graded force development, and force velocity are and viscosity resulting from a 1% change in each parameter is shown. For example, a 1% increase in r results in a 0.75% increase greatest at the peaks of the function, whereas the effects of c are greatest in the middle. in stiffness for R ss and a decrease in viscosity of 0.05% for D ss . As indicated in Fig. C2 , the main parameters affecting stiffness At each of the nine time points during the movement at which stiffness and viscosity were estimated, numerical estimates were are c, r, and cocontraction, whereas all variables except for r, c, and k affect simulated viscosity.
obtained of the sensitivity of stiffness and viscosity to parameter change. For each of the four terms in the stiffness and viscosity matrices, the change in stiffness (or viscosity) resulting from a
Sensitivity during movement
1% change in each model parameter is shown for the nine time points during movement at which simulated limb impedance was A procedure comparable with that described above for statics computed. Figure C4 indicates that the sensitivity of simulated was used to assess the sensitivity, during movement, of simulated stiffness and viscosity varies during movement and tends to be stiffness and viscosity to parameter change. For each set of parame-greatest at the beginning and end when muscles are active. The ters, the Gomi and Kawato (1996) procedure was used to estimate sensitivity of stiffness to changes in the force-velocity parameter, stiffness and viscosity during movement. and the sensitivity of viscosity to changes in c show different As in the statics analyses, each of the parameters was varied patterns-in each case sensitivity is greatest during the middle of one at a time, and the effects on stiffness and viscosity during movement. movement were examined (note that during a given simulated movement, all parameters were held constant throughout the move-
